Game Rules
The object of the game is to work together to completely cover
each of the 6 hexagons with pattern blocks, according to the
cards chosen. The game ends when all 6 hexagons are completely
covered.
Player 1 chooses a card from the deck, picks up the corresponding pattern blocks, and places them on a hexagon on the game
board. If the card chosen has enough pattern blocks to cover more
than one hexagon, the player does so.
Player 2 takes a turn, following the same process as the first
player and working on the same board. If the pattern blocks will
not fit in the available space on an already-started hexagon, the
player moves on to the next empty hexagon on the board.
The players continue taking turns, playing until all of the
hexagons are completely covered.
TaSk SEquENcE

1. Introduce the game to the whole class by showing children the
game board and the special deck of cards. Ask children what they
notice about the shapes on the game board (6 hexagons). Briefly
explain the object of the game.
2. Model how the game is played with the whole class. Choose a
child to be your playing partner. Begin by choosing a card from
the deck. Show the card to the children and ask: What shapes do
you see on my card? How many triangles [use name of whatever
shape(s) are on the card drawn] do you see? Then ask for help in
choosing the corresponding pattern blocks to place on the Hexagon Card Game board. If the card chosen has enough pattern
blocks to cover more than one hexagon, do so.
3. The other player then selects a card from the deck, and with help
from the class, names the shapes and finds the corresponding
pattern blocks to place on the outline of a hexagon on the game
board. Encourage children to visualize and predict which shapes
are needed to complete the hexagon.
4. For your next turn, choose a card, name and select corresponding shapes, then deliberately place the shapes incorrectly on
the hexagon (or choose incorrect pattern blocks). The intent is
to check for children’s understanding of the game and to see
whether children will “catch the error.” If they are not picking up
on the error, do a think-aloud: Hmmm, does this shape fit here?
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Key Questions
■

[When the hexagon is partially covered, point to the empty space
and say:] What shape could fit in here, I wonder?

■

[Depending on the card chosen, ask:] How many triangles
[trapezoids, rhombuses] do you think it will it take to cover one
hexagon?

■

What do you notice about the hexagon? [Prompt for number of
sides, colour, and other attributes.]

5. Continue taking turns, playing until all of the hexagons are
completely covered. In the last few turns, a specific block may
be required to cover a hexagon. Rather than keep drawing to find
a card with this shape, children can predict which shape will be
needed, pick it up, and use it.
6. Provide each pair or small group of children with a game board,
the special deck of cards, and a pile of pattern blocks. Allow children approximately 10 minutes to complete one or two rounds of
the game. As they play, encourage children to visualize and predict which shapes are needed to complete the partially covered
hexagons on the board.
7. Introduce variations depending on the age and interest of
the children. You can make the game more competitive or
co-operative depending on the group of children and their age
level. By the time they are in Grade 2, children may want to play
a more competitive version of this game, such as the variations
“Team Up” and “One-Pointers” on page 124.

What to Look For, What to Listen For: Ongoing
Assessment of Student Learning
Notice children’s geometric understanding of shape. Are they
able to identify and name the various geometric shapes? Can children identify attributes of shapes such as the number of sides?
Watch for children’s strategies in the placement of blocks.
Are there signs that children are able to move beyond trial and
error? With experience as they play, children should be able to
move towards being able to visualize which shape fits in the empty
space when a hexagon outline is partially filled. Are children able to
predict possible shapes or combinations of shapes that will work
to complete the hexagon? This ability to predict which shape will
fit in the empty space demonstrates spatial visualization and mental
rotation as a player determines by visual inspection how a shape will
need to be rotated in order to fit in the space before moving the
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block. You might, for example, notice children turning a piece in
the air as they place it correctly in an empty space; this move shows
they are performing mental rotations. The ability to predict the
result of a transformation such as a rotation is an important aspect
of spatial thinking. Do children seem to have a plan in placing the
pattern blocks? When children can anticipate the blocks needed and
place them deliberately, they reveal that they are at an important
stage in developing spatial understanding (Clements, 1999).
Supporting Learners
Pattern blocks provide important opportunities to help children
explore, compose, and decompose geometric shapes. Provide children with opportunities to hold and manipulate the pattern blocks.
Encourage children to name the shapes, count the shapes, and predict what shape(s) they will need to complete the outline. Encourage children to communicate their reasoning using spatial language,
for example, “I just got three triangles. I hope you get a trapezoid!
Then you can cover the hexagon!”
Help children who find the game challenging to gain better
familiarity with the shapes. Have them practise filling hexagons with
one type of pattern block at a time.
Other children may struggle to complete the hexagon. Help
them to notice important features for filling in the missing pieces.
For example, you might point out how the empty space of half of
the hexagon could be filled with the trapezoid.
Encourage children to visualize which shapes create a hexagon
and to apply their geometric understandings to solve new puzzles.
Extensions and Variations
Team up

The game can be played competitively, with each team of children
covering one side of the game board (3 hexagons per side). The
game is over when one side is completely covered.
One-Pointers

The game can be played competitively with a point being scored
whenever a player places a block that results in a hexagon being
completely covered. Children begin to see combinations that will
make up a hexagon. For example, if a hexagon is partially covered
with a trapezoid and a rhombus, children soon learn that a triangle
is needed to fill the empty space.
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